Equity/FI Risk Scores
Four Twenty Seven’s forward-looking data analytics empower investors
to identify and mitigate risk in their portfolios. We score companies
globally, across both developed and emerging markets.

10,000

Companies scored for Supply Chain and Market
Risks

6

Climate hazards assessed at the
facility-level—hurricanes & typhoons, sea level
rise, extreme rainfall, heat stress, water stress,
wildfire (forthcoming)

2,000+

Companies scored for Operations Risk, with
additional assets added regularly

1 million

Corporate facilities in our rapidly growing global
database

Use Cases
• Asset Owners - evaluate the long-term risk exposure of your portfolio holdings and
engage with management teams to foster investments in resilience.
• Portfolio Managers - incorporate equity scores into your portfolio construction and risk
assessment .
• Research Analysts - understand long term exposures of companies, industries and
sectors as a key component of future return performance.
www.427mt.com • sales@427mt.com

Delivery Options

•

Data feed subscription, refreshed quarterly

•

Online, interactive dashboard with data visualizations and company scorecards

•

Narrative portfolio analysis to support reporting requirements

Methodology
•

Model exposure to a specific climate
hazard from 2030 to 2040 and aggregate from the facility-level to companylevel

•

Capture current and future climate risk
in countries that contribute to company
value chains

•

Assess company’s dependence on
natural resources threatened by climate
change

*forthcoming

About Four Twenty Seven
Four Twenty Seven is an award-winning market intelligence firm, providing science-driven risk analytics and resilience strategy solutions to our clients. As the leading provider of climate intelligence

for financial markets, Four Twenty Seven serves asset owners, commercial banks, Fortune 100 corporations, development finance institutions and government agencies. Our other data products include risk scores for municipal and sovereign entities and real estate investment trusts.
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